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Abstract
In this paper, we present a solution of an arbitrary general fully fuzzy linear systems (FFLS) in the form   A⊗  x =   b.
Where coefﬁcient matrix   A is an m×n fuzzy matrix and all of this system are elements of LR type fuzzy numbers. Our
method discuss a general FFLS (square or rectangle fully fuzzy linear systems with trapezoidal or triangular LR fuzzy
numbers). To do this, we transform fully fuzzy linear system in to two crisp linear systems, then obtain the solution
of this two systems by using the pseudo inversematrix method. Numerical examplesare givento illustrate our method.
Keywords: Fully fuzzy linear system (FFLS); Overdetermined linear system; Pseudo inverse matrix; Underdetermined linear
system.
1 Introduction
Systems of linear equations are used to solve many problems in various areas such as structural mechanic appli-
cations in civil and mechanical structures, heat transport, ﬂuid ﬂow, electromagnetic and etc. In many applications, at
least one of the system’s parameters and measurements are vague or imprecise and we can present them with fuzzy
numbers rather than crisp numbers. Hence, it is important to develop mathematical models and numerical procedure
that would appropriately treat general fuzzy systems and solve them.
Fuzzy linear system A  x =   b, where A is a crisp matrix and   b is a fuzzy number vector has been solved by Friedman
and his colleagues. Using the embedding approach Friedman et. al. proposed a general model to solving such a fuzzy
linear systems (see [9]). Asady et al. [4], who merely discussed the full row rank system, used the same method to
solve the m×n fuzzy linear system for m ≤ n. Zheng and wang [12, 13] discussed the solution of the general m×n
consistent and inconsistent fuzzy linear system. The system of linear equations   A  x =   b where   aij and   bi are the ele-
ments of the matrix A and vector b respectively, and are fuzzy numbers, is called a fully fuzzy linear systems (FFLS).
FFLS has been studied by several authors. Dehghan et. al. [5, 6, 7] has studied some methods for solving FFLS.
They have represented fuzzy numbers in LR form and applied approximate operators between fuzzy numbers to ﬁnd
positive solutions of FFLS, so ﬁnding the solutions of FFLS is transformed to ﬁnding the solutions of three crisp
systems. Allahviranloo et. al. [2, 3] proposed a new method to obtain symmetric solutions (bounded and symmetric
solutions) of a fully fuzzy linear systems (FFLS) based on a 1-cut expansion. The purpose of this paper is to present
a solution of an arbitrary general (square or rectangle) FFLS. To do this, the original m×n fully fuzzy linear system
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  A  x =   b is transformed in to two crisp linear systems, then the solution of this two systems are discussed by using the
pseudo inverse (or Moore-Penrose inverse) matrix method.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the basic results of the fuzzy numbers and fuzzy calculus are dis-
cussed and a summary of the fuzzy matrix will be illustrated . In section 3, an arbitrary general FFLS are discussed
and our method for solving FFLS (Ax = b) is introduced. The presented method are illustrated by some examples
in section 4. conclusion are drawn in section 5, in Appendix a brief discussion of the non square linear system of
equations is given, In section 6.
2 Preliminaries and notations
In this section, we give some necessary deﬁnitions and notations which will be used throughout the paper.
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let X be a nonempty set. A fuzzy set u in X is characterized by its membership function u : X → [0;1].
Thus u(x) is interpreted as the degree of membership of an element x in the fuzzy set u for each x ∈ X.
Let denote by E the class of fuzzy subsets of the real axis (i.e. u : R → [0;1]) satisfying the following properties:
• u is normal, that is, there exists s0 ∈ R such that u(s0) = 1,
• u is convex fuzzy set (i:e: u(ts+(1−t)r) ≥ min{u(s);u(r)};∀t ∈ [0;1]; s;r ∈ R);
• u is upper semi-continuous on R,
• cl{s ∈ R|u(s) > 0} is compact, where cl denotes the closure of a subset.
Among the inﬁnite number of possible fuzzy sets in u ∈ X that qualify as fuzzy numbers, some types of member-
ship functions u(x) are of particular importance, especially with respect to the use of fuzzy numbers in applied fuzzy
arithmetic. In this paper we will use LR fuzzy number.
Deﬁnition 2.2. A fuzzy number   A is called a LR fuzzy number or LR fuzzy intervals if its membership function
m  A : R → [0;1] has the following form:
m  A(x) =

  
  
L(a−x
a ) ;(a−a) ≤ x < a ;a > 0;
1 ;a ≤ x ≤ b
R(x−b
b ) ;b < x ≤ (b+b) ;b > 0
0 ;otherwise;
(2.1)
where [a;b] is the peak or core of   A, L : [0;1] → [0;1] and R : [0;1] → [0;1] are continuous and non-increasing shape
functions with L(0) = R(0) = 1 and L(1) = R(1) = 0 The LR fuzzy number   A as described above will be represented
as   A = (a;b;a;b)LR. Here L and R are called as the left and right reference functions, a and b are respectively
called starting and end points of the ﬂat interval, a is called the left spread and b is called the right spread. Clearly
  A = (a;b;a;b)LR is positive if and only if a−a > 0 (note that L(1)=0).
Let L(x) = R(x) = 1−x then instead   A = (a;b;a;b)LR we simply write   A = (a;b;a;b) and called a trapezoidal fuzzy
number and also if a = b we write   A = (a;a;b) and say that   A is a triangular fuzzy number. Note that we use a ﬁxed
function L(:) and a ﬁxed function R(:) for all fuzzy numbers in each problem.
Deﬁnition 2.3. Two LR fuzzy number   A = (a;b;a;b) and   B = (c;d;g;d) are said to be equal, if and only if a = c,
b = d, a = g and b = d.
Remark 2.1. We consider   0 = (0;0;0;0) as a zero LR fuzzy number.
For two fuzzy number, we deﬁned the following operations [8].
Deﬁnition 2.4. For two LR fuzzy numbers A = (a;b;a;b) and B = (c;d;g;d) the formula for the extended addition
becomes:
(a;b;a;b)⊕(c;d;g;d) = (a+c;b+d;a +g;b +d): (2.2)
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The formula for the extended opposite becomes:
−A = −(a;b;a;b)LR = (−b;−a;b;a)RL: (2.3)
The approximate formula for the extended multiplication of two fuzzy numbers can be summarized as follows:
If A > 0 and B > 0, then (a;b;a;b)⊗(c;d;g;d) ≃ (ac;bd;ag +ca;bd +db).
If A > 0 and B < 0, then (a;b;a;b)⊗(c;d;g;d) ≃ (bc;ad;bg −cb;ad −da).
If A < 0 and B > 0, then (a;b;a;b)⊗(c;d;g;d) ≃ (ad;bc;−ad +da;−bg +cb).
If A < 0 and B < 0, then (a;b;a;b)⊗(c;d;g;d) ≃ (bd;ac;−bd −db;−ag −ca).
(2.4)
For scalar multiplication:
l ⊗A = l ⊗(a;b;a;b) =
{
(la;lb;la;lb); l ≥ 0;
(lb;la;−lb;−la); l < 0: (2.5)
Deﬁnition 2.5. A matrix   A = (  aij) is called a fuzzy matrix if each element of   A is a fuzzy number [8].
  A will be positive (negative) and denoted by   A > 0 (  A < 0) if each element of   A be positive (negative). Similarly non-
negative and non-positive fuzzy matrices will be deﬁned. We may represent m×n fuzzy matrix   A = (  aij)m×n, such that
  aij = (aij;bij;aij;bij), with the new notation   A = (A;B;M;N), where A = (aij);B = (bij);M = (aij) and N = (bij)
are four m×n crisp matrices.
Clearly A;B are called the mean value matrix, M and N are called the left and right spread matrices, respectively.
3 General fully fuzzy linear systems and its solutions
Deﬁnition 3.1. Consider the m×n linear system of equations:

   
   
(  a11⊗  x1)⊕(  a12⊗  x2)⊕···⊕(  a1n⊗  xn) =   c1;
(  a21⊗  x1)⊕(  a22⊗  x2)⊕···⊕(  a2n⊗  xn) =   c2;
. . .
...
. . .
(  am1⊗  x1)⊕(  am2⊗  x2)⊕···⊕(  amn⊗  xn) =   cm:
(3.6)
Where   aij;  xj and  bi;1≤i≤m;1≤ j ≤n are all fuzzy numbers. This system is called an m×n fully fuzzy linear system
(FFLS). If m = n this system is called a fully fuzzy square linear system (FFSLS) and also if m ̸= n is a fully fuzzy
nonsquare linear system or fully fuzzy rectangle linear system (FFRLS). The matrix form of this fully fuzzy linear
system is
  A⊗  x =   c; (3.7)
or simply   A  x =   c where the coefﬁcient matrix   A = (  aij) = (A;B;M;N); 1 ≤ i ≤ m;1 ≤ j ≤ n is a m×n fuzzy matrix,
  x = (  xj) = (x;y;w;z); 1 ≤ j ≤ n is a n×1 fuzzy matrix and   c = (  ci) = (c;d;g;h); 1 ≤ i ≤ m is a m×1 fuzzy matrix.
So if all fuzzy numbers of FFLS are trapezoidal (or triangular) fuzzy numbers the (3.7) is of the form (A;B;M;N)⊗
(x;y;w;z) = (c;d;g;h) (or (A;M;N)⊗(x;w;z) = (c;g;h)):
Now we are going to solve FFLS (FFSLS or FFRLS) by using the approximate multiplication rule for LR trape-
zoidal (or triangular) fuzzy numbers.
For all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n;   aij = (aij;bij;mij;nij) of fuzzy matrix   A we deﬁne   a+
ij = (a+
ij;b+
ij;m+
ij;n+
ij) and
  a−
ij = (a−
ij;b−
ij;m−
ij;n−
ij) as follows:



  a+
ij = (aij;bij;mij;nij) and   a−
ij = (0;0;0;0) if aij ≥ 0;
  a+
ij = (0;0;0;0) and   a−
ij = (aij;bij;mij;nij) if bij ≤ 0;
  a+
ij = (0;bij;0;nij) and   a−
ij = (aij;0;mij;0) if aij < 0 and bij > 0:
(3.8)
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This implies   aij =   a+
ij ⊕  a−
ij that is   a+
ij and   a−
ij are nonnegative interval mean value and negative interval mean value
respectively.
Therefore fuzzy matrix   A=(  aij)=(A;B;M;N) can be written as   A=   A+⊕   A− where   A+ =(  a+
ij)=(A+;B+;M+;N+)
and   A− = (  a−
ij) = (A−;B−;M−;N−). Clearly crisp matrices A− = (a−
ij) and B− = (b−
ij) are non-positive and residue
crisp matrices A+;M+;N+;M− and N− are non-negative. Also we have A = A++A−;B = B++B−;M = M++M−
and N = N++N−.
Let fuzzy number vector   x = (x;y;w;z) = (  x1;  x2;:::;  xn)T be solution of FFLS (3.6) where   xj = (xj;yj;wj;zj);1 ≤
j ≤ n, then using the same method we deﬁne   xj =   x+
j ⊕   x−
j ;1 ≤ j ≤ n such that   x+
j = (x+
j ;y+
j ;w+
j ;z+
j ) and   x−
j =
(x−
j ;y−
j ;w−
j ;z−
j ). Therefore we can be written as x = x+ + x− where xj = x+
j + x−
j and also y = y+ + y−;w =
w++w−;z = z++z−.
In the following theorems, we give an arbitrary solution of FFRLS and the fuzzy numbers are trapezoidal.
Theorem 3.1. A fuzzy number vector   x = (  x1;  x2;:::;  xn)T driven by   xj = (xj;yj;wj;zj);1 ≤ j ≤ n is called a solution
of the FFRLS (3.6) if

  
  
A+x++B+x−+A−y++B−y− = c;
B−x++A−x−+B+y++A+y− = d;
A+w++B+w−−A−z+−B−z− = g−M+x++N+x−−M−y++N−y−;
−B−w+−A−w−+B+z++A+z− = h−N−x++M−x−−N+y++M+y−:
(3.9)
Where A = A++A−; B = B++B−; M = M++M−; N = N++N−;
x = x++x−; y = y++y−; w = w++w− and z = z++z−.
Proof. By applying the approximate multiplication rule for i−th row system (3.6), we get:
(  ai1⊗  x1)⊕···⊕(  ain⊗  xn) =   ci;
[(  a+
i1⊕  a−
i1)⊗(  x+
1 ⊕  x−
1 )]⊕···⊕[(  a+
in⊕  a−
in)⊗(  x+
n ⊕  x−
n )] = [(  a+
i1⊗  x+
1 )⊕(  a+
i1⊗  x−
1 )
⊕(  a−
i1⊗  x+
1 )⊕(  a−
i1⊗  x−
1 )]⊕···⊕[(  a+
in⊗  x+
n )⊕(  a+
in⊗  x−
n )⊕(  a−
in⊗  x+
n )⊕(  a−
in⊗  x−
n )] =   ci;
[(a+
i1x+
1 ;b+
i1y+
1 ;a+
i1w+
1 +m+
i1x+
1 ;b+
i1z+
1 +n+
i1y+
1 )⊕(b+
i1x−
1 ;a+
i1y−
1 ;b+
i1w−
1 −n+
i1x−
1 ;a+
i1z−
1 −m+
i1y−
1 )
⊕(a−
i1y+
1 ;b−
i1x+
1 ;−a−
i1z+
1 +m−
i1y+
1 ;−b−
i1w+
1 +n−
i1x+
1 )
⊕(b−
i1y−
1 ;a−
i1x−
1 ;−b−
i1z−
1 −n−
i1y−
1 ;−a−
i1w−
1 −m−
i1x−
1 )]⊕···⊕[(a+
inx+
n ;b+
iny+
n ;a+
inw+
n +m+
inx+
n ;b+
inz+
n +n+
iny+
n )
⊕(b+
inx−
n ;a+
iny−
n ;b+
inw−
n −n+
inx−
n ;a+
inz−
n −m+
iny−
n )⊕(a−
iny+
n ;b−
inx+
n ;−a−
inz+
n +m−
iny+
n ;−b−
inw+
n +n−
inx+
n )
⊕(b−
iny−
n ;a−
inx−
n ;−b−
inz−
n −n−
iny−
n ;−a−
inw−
n −m−
inx−
n )] = (ci;di;gi;hi);
where:

      
      
a+
i1x+
1 +b+
i1x−
1 +a−
i1y+
1 +b−
i1y−
1 +···+a+
inx+
n +b+
inx−
n +a−
iny+
n +b−
iny−
n = ci;
b+
i1y+
1 +a+
i1y−
1 +b−
i1x+
1 +a−
i1x−
1 +···+b+
iny+
n +a+
iny−
n +b−
inx+
n +a−
inx−
n = di;
(a+
i1w+
1 +m+
i1x+
1 +b+
i1w−
1 −n+
i1x−
1 −a−
i1z+
1 +m−
i1y+
1 −b−
i1z−
1 −n−
i1y−
1 )
+···+(a+
inw+
n +m+
inx+
n +b+
inw−
n −n+
inx−
n −a−
inz+
n +m−
iny+
n −b−
inz−
n −n−
iny−
n ) = gi;
(b+
i1z+
1 +n+
i1y+
1 +a+
i1z−
1 −m+
i1y−
1 −b−
i1w+
1 +n−
i1x+
1 −a−
i1w−
1 −m−
i1x−
1 )
+···+(b+
inz+
n +n+
iny+
n +a+
inz−
n −m+
iny−
n −b−
inw+
n +n−
inx+
n −a−
inw−
n −m−
inx−
n ) = hi:
Using summation notation, we have:

            
            
n
å
j=1
a+
ijx+
j +
n
å
j=1
b+
ijx−
j +
n
å
j=1
a−
ijy+
j +
n
å
j=1
b−
ijy−
j = ci;
n
å
j=1
b+
ijy+
j +
n
å
j=1
a+
ijy−
j +
n
å
j=1
b−
ijx+
j +
n
å
j=1
a−
ijx−
j = di;
n
å
j=1
a+
ijw+
j +
n
å
j=1
m+
ijx+
j +
n
å
j=1
b+
ijw−
j −
n
å
j=1
n+
ijx−
j −
n
å
j=1
a−
ijz+
j +
n
å
j=1
m−
ijy+
j −
n
å
j=1
b−
ijz−
j −
n
å
j=1
n−
ijy−
j = gi;
n
å
j=1
b+
ijz+
j +
n
å
j=1
n+
ijy+
j +
n
å
j=1
a+
ijz−
j −
n
å
j=1
m+
ijy−
j −
n
å
j=1
b−
ijw+
j +
n
å
j=1
n−
ijx+
j −
n
å
j=1
a−
ijw−
j −
n
å
j=1
m−
ijx−
j = hi:
(3.10)
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By using matrix notation we have:

  
  
A+x++B+x−+A−y++B−y− = c;
B−x++A−x−+B+y++A+y− = d;
A+w++B+w−−A−z+−B−z− = g−M+x++N+x−−M−y++N−y−;
−B−w+−A−w−+B+z++A+z− = h−N−x++M−x−−N+y++M+y−:
Therefore, we get the solution of FFRLS (3.6) and the proof is completed.2
Corollary 3.1. Using matrix notation by theorem 3:3, if the system (3.6) be a nonsquare fully fuzzy linear system
(FFRLS) with trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, then (3.9) systems is transformed in to two following crisp linear systems:
{
RX =U;
SZ = T: (3.11)
Where matrices R;S and vectors X;Z;U;T are given as the following:

  
  
R =
[
S1 S2
S3 S4
]
; S =
[
S1 −S2
−S3 S4
]
; X =
[
x
y
]
;
Z =
[
w
z
]
; U =
[
c
d
]
; T =
[
g
h
]
+
[
M1 M2
M3 M4
][
x
y
]
:
(3.12)
Where Si;Mi (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) are m×2n crisp matrices and x;y;w;z are 2n×1 crisp vectors and c;d;g;h are m×1 crisp
vectors are deﬁned as follow:
S1 =
[
A+ B+ ]
; S2 =
[
A− B− ]
; S3 =
[
B− A− ]
; S4 =
[
B+ A+ ]
;
M1 =
[
−M+ N+ ]
; M2 =
[
−M− N− ]
; M3 =
[
−N− M− ]
; M4 =
[
−N+ M+ ]
;
x =
[
x+
x−
]
; y =
[
y+
y−
]
;w =
[
w+
w−
]
; z =
[
z+
z−
]
:
Briﬂy where the system (3.6) is FFSLS or FFRLS and the related fuzzy numbers are trapezoidal or triangular we
have four diffrent cases that one of them discussed above (case 1). Now we discuss three other cases as follows.
Corollary 3.2. (case 2: the system (3.6) is FFRLS and the fuzzy numbers are triangular)
In this case the matrices R;S and vectors X;Z;U;T in (3.11) are deﬁned in the following forms:

  
  
R = A; X = x; U = c; S =
[
A+ −A−
−A− A+
]
;
Z =
[
w
z
]
; T =
[
g
h
]
−
[
M
N
]
x++
[
N
M
]
x−:
(3.13)
Where A;A+;−A−;M;N are m×n crisp matrices and x;w;z;x+;x− are n×1 crisp vectors and c;g;h are m×1 crisp
vectors.
So crisp linear systems (3.11), is transformed in to the following crisp linear systems:
{
Ax = c;
SZ = T: (3.14)
Corollary 3.3. (case 3: the system (3.6) is FFSLS and the fuzzy numbers are trapezoidal)
In this case the matrices R;S and vectors X;Z;U;T in (3.11) are deﬁned as (3.12).
Where S1;S2;S3;S4;M1;M2;M3;M4 are n×2n crisp matrices and x;y;w;z are 2n×1 crisp vectors and also c;d;g;h
are n×1 crisp vectors.
Corollary 3.4. (case 4: the system (3.6) is FFSLS and the fuzzy numbers are triangular)
In this case the matrices R;S and vectors X;Z;U;T in (3.11) are deﬁned as (3.13) and (3.14).
Where A;A+;−A−;M;N are n×n crisp matrices and x;w;z;x+;x−;c;g;h are n×1 crisp vectors.
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To clearly mention the order of related matrices, the above cases is briefed as follows:

          
          
case 1:
{
R2m×4nX4n×1 =U2m×1;
S2m×4nZ4n×1 = T2m×1;
case 2:
{
Am×nxn×1 = cm×1;
S2m×2nZ2n×1 = T2m×1;
case 3:
{
R2n×4nX4n×1 =U2n×1;
S2n×4nZ4n×1 = T2n×1;
case 4:
{
An×nxn×1 = cn×1;
S2n×2nZ2n×1 = T2n×1;
(3.15)
Now to ﬁnd the solution of case1 in (3.15) , we constitute the pseudo inverse of the matrices R;S and have the
following four cases.

            
            
{
X = R−1U;
Z = S−1T;
; if m = 2n = rank(R) = rank(S);
{
X = RT(RRT)−1U = R+U;
Z = ST(SST)−1T = S+T;
; if 2n > m = rank(R) = rank(S);
{
X = (RTR)−1RTU = R+U;
Z = (STS)−1STT = S+T;
; if m > 2n = rank(R) = rank(S);



X = å
k
i=1
uT
i b
si viU = R+U;
Z = å
k
i=1
uT
i b
si viT = S+T;
; if rank(R) = rank(S) = k ≤ min(m;2n) .
(3.16)
where the type of the matrices R and S can be square systems with full rank matrices, underdetermined systems with
full rank matrices, overdetermined systems with full rank matrices and general case. We treat the other three cases
Similarly.
The pseudo inverse of the matrix S in second and fourth cases is deﬁned as follow:
Theorem 3.2. If S+ exists it must have the same structure as S (see [1, 9]), i:e :
S+ =
[
D E
E D
]
; (3.17)
where {
D = 1
2[(A+−A−)++(A++A−)+];
E = 1
2[(A+−A−)+−(A++A−)+]:
(3.18)
(Replace (:)+ by (:)−1 when S is square matrix.)
We obtain x;y;w;z via equations systems (3.15). If the left and right spreads w;z are negative, then the following
deﬁnition is given.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Let   X = (xj;yj;wj;zj);1 ≤ j ≤ n denote the unique solution of systems (3.15).
The fuzzy number vector   U = (pj;qj;uj;vj);1 ≤ j ≤ n deﬁned by

  
  
pj = xj;1 ≤ j ≤ n
qj = yj;1 ≤ j ≤ n
uj = |wj|;1 ≤ j ≤ n
vj = |zj|;1 ≤ j ≤ n;
(3.19)
is called the fuzzy solution of systems (3.15).
On the other hand if (xj;yj;wj;zj);1 ≤ j ≤ n are all fuzzy numbers (i.e. wj;zj ≥ 0) then uj = wj;vj = zj;1 ≤ j ≤ n;
otherwise uj = |wj|;vj = |zj|;1 ≤ j ≤ n and U is called a fuzzy solution.
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4 Numerical examples
In this section, we take some numerical example.
Example 1. Consider the following FFLS
{
(1;1:5;0:1;0:2)⊗  x = (2;4:5;1:2;2:1);
(−2;−1;0:7;0:3)⊗  x = (−6;−2;2:3;1:6):
It is clear that this system is a FFRLS with trapezoidal fuzzy numbers (case 1). To ﬁnd the solution of this system,
we solve two crisp linear systems (3.11) (i.e. RX =U; SZ = T), where:
R =




1 1 0 0
0 0 −2 −1
0 0 1:5 1
−1 −2 0 0



;S =




1 1 0 0
0 0 2 1
0 0 1:5 1
1 2 0 0



;U =




2
−6
4:5
−2



;T =




0:4
0:4
3:0
0:4



:
Since rank(R)=rank(S)=4 then this systems are square with full rank matrix, Then by using the inverse of matrices R
and S, we have:
X =




x+
x−
y+
y−



 = R−1U =




2
0
3
0



; Z =




w+
w−
z+
z−



 = S−1T =




0:4
0
−5:2
10:8



:
Sincex=x++x− =2+0=2;y=y++y− =3+0=3;w=w++w− =0:4+0=0:4;z=z++z− =−5:2+10:8=5:6,
therefore the solution of this FFRLS is   x = (2;3;0:4;5:6).
Example 2. Let   A = (A;B;M;N) and   c = (c;d;g;h) be a fully fuzzy matrix and a fully fuzzy vector, respectively
with
A =
[
1 1:5 1
−1 2 0
]
; B =
[
2 2 1:5
0 3 1
]
; M =
[
0:1 0:3 0:2
0:3 0:4 0:1
]
; N =
[
0:4 0:1 0:2
0:2 0:3 0:1
]
;
c =
[
−1
−7:5
]
; d =
[
5:25
0:5
]
; g =
[
1:6
2:65
]
; h =
[
3:15
1:75
]
;
Then we deﬁne the solution of systems (3.7) (i.e.   A⊗  x =   c):
It is clear that this system is a FFRLS with trapezoidal fuzzy numbers (case 1). To ﬁnd the solution of this system,
we solve two crisp linear systems (3.11) (i.e. RX =U; SZ = T), where
R =

 

1 1:5 1 2 2 1:5 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 3 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1:5 1 1:5 1
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 3 1 0 2 0

 
; U =

 

−1
−7:5
5:25
0:5

 
;
S =

 

1 1:5 1 2 2 1:5 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1:5 1 1:5 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 1 0 2 0

 
; T =

 

2:0055
2:1330
2:6151
2:0037

 
:
Since rank(R)=rank(S)=4 then this systems are underdetermined with full rank matrices and also by using the
pseudo inverse of the matrices R and S, we have:
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X =




x+
x−
y+
y−



 = R+U =


 


 


 


 




0:4753
−0:8529
0:4753
1:1151
−1:3982
−0:0700
1:5294
0:2528
0:3953
0:3732
0:2307
0:3732


 


 


 


 




; Z =




w+
w−
z+
z−



 = S+T =


 


 


 


 




0:1084
0:2475
0:1084
0:2107
0:3442
0:2051
0:4003
0:3395
0:2623
0:1789
0:2561
0:1789


 


 


 


 




;
and also
x = x++x− =


x+
1
x+
2
x+
3

+


x−
1
x−
2
x−
3

 =


1:59:4
−2:2511
0:4053

;y = y++y− =


y+
1
y+
2
y+
3

+


y−
1
y−
2
y−
3

 =


1:9026
0:4835
0:7685

+;
w = w++w− =


w+
1
w+
2
w+
3

+


w−
1
w−
2
w−
3

 =


0:3191
0:5917
0:3135

;z = z++z− =


z+
1
z+
2
z+
3

+


z−
1
z−
2
z−
3

 =


0:5792
0:5956
0:4412

:
Therefore the solution of this FFRLS is
  x =


  x1
  x2
  x3

 =


(1:5904;1:9026;0:3191;0:5792)
(−2:2511;0:4835;0:5917;0:5956)
(0:4053;0:7685;0:3135;0:4412)

:
Example 3. Consider the following FFLS ( test 5.5. in the [5] )


(6;1;4) (5;2;2) (3;2;1)
(12;8;20) (14;12;15) (8;8;10)
(24;10;34) (32;30;30) (20;19;24)




  x1
  x2
  x3

 =


(58;30;60)
(142;139;257)
(316;297;514)

:
Since this system is square and all of elements is triangular, thus according to the fourth case of (3.15) we solve
two crisp linear system Ax = c; SZ = T; where
A =


6 5 3
12 14 8
24 32 20

;c =


58
142
316

;S =



 



6 5 3 0 0 0
12 14 8 0 0 0
24 32 20 0 0 0
0 0 0 6 5 3
0 0 0 12 14 8
0 0 0 24 32 20



 



:
On the ﬁrst system Ax = c, we have x = [4 5 3]T and so T = [10 23 50 31 72 156]T and by SZ = T, Z is
obtained: ZT = [w1 w2 w3 z1 z2 z3] = [1 0:5 0:5 3 2 1]
Thus the solution is:
  x =


(4;1;3)
(5;0:5;2)
(3;0:5;1)

:
Since x− is zero vector, it is not necessary to write it in the calculation. Now we consider that our solution is the same
as the solution in [5].
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5 Conclusion
In this paper a solution of general fully fuzzy linear system (FFLS) was found. Indeed a method was introduced,
where the solution is a LR fuzzy number vector. By our method every FFLS can be converted to two crisp linear
systems. For this purpose, we ﬁrst have to look at the FFLS and in according to the type of this system (square
or rectangle fully fuzzy linear systems with trapezoidal or triangular LR fuzzy numbers) four cases (FFRLS with
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, FFRLS with triangular fuzzy numbers, FFSLS with trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, FFSLS
with triangular fuzzy numbers) are obtained. To ﬁnd the solution of this crisp linear systems, with regard the related
type of linear systems (square systems with full rank matrices, underdetermined systems with full rank matrices,
overdetermined systems with full rank matrices and general case) we constitute the pseudo inverse matrices for the
related systems and give the solutions.
Appendix
There are several methods for solving the linear system Ax=b where A was assumed to be square and nonsingular.
However, in several practical situations, we need to solve a system where the matrix A is nonsquare and/or singular.
In such cases, solutions may not exist at all; in cases where there are solutions, there may be inﬁnitely many. For
example, when A is m×n and m > n, we have an overdetermined system and an overdetermined system typically
has no solution. In contrast, an underdetermined system (m < n) typically has an inﬁnite number of solutions. In this
system, with regard to matrix A; we shall consider the following cases:
1. m = n and rank(A) = n (square system with full rank matrix);
2. m < n and rank(A) = m (underdetermined system with full rank matrix);
3. m > n and rank(A) = n (overdetermined system with full rank matrix);
4. rank(A) = k ≤ min(m;n) (general case).
Deﬁnition 5.1. (see [11], General Least Squares Problem)
For A∈Rm×n and b∈Rm, let e =e(x)=Ax−b. The general least squares problem is to ﬁnd a vector x that minimizes
the quantity
m
å
i=1
e2
i = eTe = (Ax−b)T(Ax−b):
Any vector that provides a minimum value for this expression is called a least squares solution.
• The set of all least squares solutions is precisely the set of solutions to the system of normal equations ATAx =
ATb:
• There is a unique least squares solution if and only if rank (A)=n, in which case it is given by x=(ATA)−1ATb
• If Ax = b is consistent, then the solution set for Ax = b is the same as the set of least squares solutions.
If the least squares problem has more than one solution, the one having the minimum Euclidean norm is called
minimum length solution or the minimum norm solution.
Rectangular matrices do not have inverses or determinants. A partial replacement for the inverse is provided by the
pseudo inverse or Moore-Penrose inverse which is calculated by the pinv function in MATLAB.
Deﬁnition 5.2. (see [10, 11]) The pseudo inverse (or Moore-Penrose inverse) of any m×n matrix A (whether it has
full rank or not) is an n×m matrix A+ satisfying the following conditions:
AA+A = A; A+AA+ = A+; (AA+)T = AA+; (A+A)T = A+A
The matrix A+ is unique and does always exist. (Replace (:)T by (:)∗ when A is complex matrix.)
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Deﬁnition 5.3. (see [10]) The matrix A+ = (ATA)−1AT, when A is m×n(m ≥ n) and rank(A) = n, or the matrix
A+ = AT(AAT)−1; when A is m×n(m < n) and rank(A) = m; is called the pseudo inverse of A.
A full rank underdetermined system has an inﬁnite number of solutions. In this case, the complete set is given as
follows:
Corollary 5.1. (see [10]) Let Ax = b be a full rank underdetermined system. Then the solution set is given by
x = AT(AAT)−1b+(I−AT(AAT)−1A)y = A+b+(I−A+A)h; where h is an arbitrary vector in Rn×1:
Theorem 5.1. (see [10]) Let A be m×n(m < n) and have full rank.Then the minimum norm solution x to the under-
determined system Ax = b is given by x = AT(AAT)−1b = A+b:
When A is not full rank, then the upon Corollaries can not be used. More generally, the pseudo inverse is best
computed using the singular value decomposition (SVD) reviewed below.
Theorem 5.2. (see [10, 11]) Let A be a m×n real matrix and rank(A)=k;0<k≤min(m;n). There exists a m×m or-
thogonal matrixU, a n×n orthogonal matrixV, and a m×n quasi-diagonal matrix S=diag(s1;s2;··· ;sk;0;··· ;0);
where s1 ≥ s2 ≥ ··· ≥ sk > 0; such that the singular value decomposition A =USVT is valid. The unique pseudo
inverse of A is A+ =VS+UT where S+ = diag( 1
s1; 1
s2;··· ; 1
sk;0;··· ;0); is n×m quasi-diagonal matrix. A different
way is this: There do always exist two matrices Cm×k and Dk×n of rank k, such that A =CD: Using these matrices it
holds that
A+ = DT(DDT)−1(CTC)−1CT:
Corollary 5.2. For the consistent (inconsistent) linear system Am;nxn = bm, x = A+b is the solution of minimal Eu-
clidean norm (the least squares solution of minimal Euclidean norm) (see [11]). And any pseudo inverse A+ of the
coefﬁcient matrix A for the four cases may be summarized as follows:
A+ =

   
   
A−1; square system with full rank matrix;
AT(AAT)−1; underdetermined system with full rank matrix;
(ATA)−1AT; overdetermined system with full rank matrix;
å
k
i=1
uT
i b
si vi; general case.
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